My dearest Lilian,

Hope you do not feel lonesome as I do tonight, then for me to know that we are obliged to stay at home just makes matters worse.

We're glad it was so could be there last night because do not know how I could have made meet for three weeks.

Do you miss me half much as do you where something happens that we do not see each other for two or three weeks? If you do I don't see where you can doubt yourself or me either.

I spent the evening with me and had it not been for him...
coming don't see how I could have made out for would have been so lonesome.

Read one chapter in the book you gave me and from what I saw judge from that, believe it will almost turn any one that thinks different from the writer. Will read some every chance that have so can finish it they, if can provided my eyes hold out and have much time to read. Don't you now cause me I will lead papa a good chase while they are gone, would like to be where could see them early this week. Are you looking for a letter as early this week? Well I just miss you so that can not write you to write and won't you please write before the last of the week or don't see have care wait so long
for your letter, now if you will do that I will try to reward you for it about last of the week, man don't you think that fair?

Believe it will be raining by morning if not before so if tomorrow is a rainy day believe will take the engine of my car down and give it a good cleaning so it will be in good shape when this mud disappears then we can enjoy ourselves riding around. Have put the shock absorbers on and don't think you will have to hold so tight to stay with me now.

Had that in view when bought this, because know you remember what bumpers we got sometimes.

My cat is stretched out right under my chair and looks as cute.
Homer said a few things today that will tell you next time am there if your don't let me forget about it. Seems like he can still figure and is about your and myself alone some things.

Hope this will not disturb you if you get it early for am writing hoping to please your and if so, it will help me also.

It is well enough that I did not try to bring that flower last night for never had such a time getting through that brush in Mr. Burnette's field, came almost falling several times then it would have been good by the flower. It was 11:30 when got here so you can imagine about how fast I traveled.

From the one who loves you most,

[Signature] Rob.
Miss Lilian Hazel
Moneta,
Route #2,
Virginia